
Unlace the skate completely 
and start lacing from the 1st 
(bottom) eyelet.

Continue to lace up to the 4th 
eyelet.

Fold XT over and clip, continue 
to lace normally behind the XT.

Unclip XT and you are ready to 
block shots.
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INSTALLATION

Unlace the skate completely 
and start lacing from the 1rst 
(bottom) eyelet.

Continue to lace up to the 4th 
eyelet.

Lace through the 4th eyelet on 
the front of the XT Shorty, 
continue to lace normal behind 
the Shorty.

You are ready to block shots
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SHORTY INSTALLATION
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SHOTBLOCKERS
INSTALLATION   GUIDE

Thank you for choosing our XT products 
and welcome to Team SHOTBLOCKERS!

- Ken Belanger, Founder

xt series

INSTALLATION

Wipe skate down to remove any dirt. Place 
XT PRO on skate with adhesive backing still 
on to get a visual of where your product 
with attach.

Wipe skate down with the provided 
adhesive promoter and allow to dry for 5 
minutes.

You are now  ready to  BLOCK ON!
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STEP 2
The XT PRO is pre-molded for your skate. For 
�nal installation and the perfect �t, the XT 
PRO must be re-heated and formed to your 
skate. Heat one XT PRO at a time.

� Pre heat your oven to 275 F
� Peel o� the backing 
� Place the included parchment  
       paper on the oven grill 
� Place the XT PRO on the
       paper and heat for no longer
       than 120 seconds
� Place the XT PRO on the
       skate and apply even
       pressure to mold to skate
       (line up with eyelets curve)

HEAT GUN
METHOD

OVEN
METHOD

� Set heat gun to 270 F
� Peel o� the backing
� Apply to the skate (line up 
       with eyelets curve)
� Apply heat evenly for 70
       seconds
� Place the XT PRO on the
       skate and apply even
       pressure to mold to skate


